Topographic and morphologic analyses of retinal ganglion cell loss in old DBA/2NNia mice.
To evaluate the relationship between retinal ganglion cell (RGC) size, density distribution, and survival in senescent DBA2/NNia mice that develop pigmentary glaucoma. To evaluate the validity of nearest neighbor distance (NND), a measure of focal density for surviving RGCs in the retina, as a method to quantify RGC loss in mice. Fifteen-month-old DBA2/NNia mice were labeled retrogradely with fluorogold. Retinas were flat mounted and imaged in their entirety using an epifluorescence microscope with a motorized stage. Digital maps of the retinal wholemounts were constructed to automatically count and establish spatial coordinates for RGCs over the entire retina. RGC size and NND were determined from these maps. RGC counts in the group of 15-month-old DBA/2NNia animals ranged from 22,330 to 92,157 cells per retina. Mean RGC cell size per retina ranged from 22.35 to 35.64 microm2 and correlated linearly with total RGC counts. NND distribution histograms were compared for retinas with variable degrees of RGC loss. The distribution of NNDs in each retina was skewed toward larger distance values in more affected retinas. In partially damaged retinas, areas with severe pathology coincided with areas of maximal loss of large RGCs, and areas of preserved RGCs correlated with larger cell sizes. Damaged retinas have a smaller mean cell size, indicating preferential loss of larger RGCs or size reduction of surviving cells. NND analysis of the RGC population in a retina is a useful measure of glaucomatous RGC loss. The skewed NND distribution of surviving RGCs and the finding that RGC loss correlates with a shift/amplitude change in the mode of the histogram and its tail suggests two different patterns of RGC loss possibly attributable to different pathologic processes in glaucomatous DBA/2 mice.